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Introduction 
Traditional energy sources have successfully led the human society to a highly-civilized 
level with industrial revolutions. However, at the meantime, the traditional energy 
sources are non-renewable and create serious society problems. Toxic gases, which 
are produced from consumption of non-renewable energy sources (e.g. petroleum, coal, 
natural gas), can induce various health problems and potentially threaten human 
being’s life.  
 
Hence, we ask a fundamental question: whether or not the advent of renewable energy 
source can reduce health problems caused by toxic gases emitted from traditional 
non-renewable sources. To answer this question, we need to find whether toxic gases 
produced from non-renewable energy will cause respiratory health issues. In this report, 
we focus on asthma disease, which is common respiratory disease, and we carefully 
examine the following relationships: (1) causality between renewable energy source 
consumption and air quality, (2) causality between air quality and asthma rate, (3) 
causality between renewable energy consumption and reduction in toxic air 
components, and (4) causality between air components and air quality.  

 
Data Cleaning  
To gain insight on how the distribution of energy consumption in renewable and 
non-renewable energy change air quality and reduce asthma problems, We choose to 
incorporate ‘sed.csv’ dataset with asthma and air quality (AQI) data obtained from 
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) [1] and United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) [2] respectively.  
 
We use code ‘RETCB’ to extract total consumption in renewable energy (in Billion BTU 
unit) for each state in the United States from 2000-2016, which is the year range of our 
asthma data. To obtain consumption in non-renewable energy (in Billion BTU unit), we 
first use code ‘TETCB’ to extract total consumption in energy (in Billion BTU unit), and 



subtract the previously extracted consumption in renewable energy quantity from this 
quantity.  
 
Since states with larger area will consume more energy, we wish to obtain consumption 
in renewable and non-renewable energy per unit area for each state. With the state 
area data [3], we calculate the consumption per unit area (BTU/km^2) in both renewable 
and non-renewable energy sources for each US state from 2000-2016. 
 

Data Exploration 
A glimpse into the pair correlation plot presents us with an interesting pattern, there is 
no seeming correlation between renewable consumption and the air quality index, while 
an irrational correlation between renewable consumption, which without further proof is 
highly likely to spurious. However, we regarded it as a potential and wanted to further 
investigate the relationships between renewable consumption, air quality and the 
prevalence of  asthma.  

 
Fig.1. 

 
Then, we wanted to know if asthma rate is correlated with the amount of consumption of 
non-renewable energy over year. Below is two sets of sample graphs showing the 
correlation pattern in two states, Wyoming and Nevada, from year 2000 to year 2016. 



As can be seen from the graph, the normalized asthma rates and the normalized 
amounts of consumption of non-renewable energy showed similar pattern in two states.  
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After we saw these similar patterns, we used Granger Causality Test to explore if there 
is any causal relationship between asthma rates and amount of consumption of 
non-renewable energy. The results of the Granger Causality Test in these states are 
significant. And the lag is usually delayed by 2 to 3 years. In other words, the effect of 
the amount of non-renewable energy consumption in one state will be seen on its 
residents in about 2 to 3 years in a form of occurrence of asthma diseases.  
 
During the EDA process, we found that there exist some relationships between asthma 
rate, amount of renewable/ non-renewable energy consumed, and the air quality, which 
motivated us to pursue further by starting our modeling part to validate our hypothesis.  
 

Modeling  
Methods 
Clustering: air quality has influence on air component 



To test causality between non-renewable energy consumption and asthma rate in a 
certain state, we use Granger Causality Test 
 
Causality 

● Renewable energy on asthma health  
We implement the panel data in considering the cross-sectional heterogeneity as 
well as the time dimension.  
 
Initially, we apply Breusch-Pagan test and find significant sign of 
heteroskedasticity suggesting panel regression. 
    

 
We then implemented the two standard fixed-effect and random-effect panel 
regression and both found statistically significant negative impacts towards 
asthma health.  
 



 

 
Further, we make a comparison of the two models from the Hausman test, where 
the null hypothesis is that the preferred model is random effects vs. the 
alternative the fixed effects. It basically tests whether the unique errors are 
correlated with the regressors, the null hypothesis is they are not. The test result 
(p-value of 2.2e-16 



) shows that fixed effect regression is preferred. 
 
 

 
● Air quality on asthma health  

The detailed air quality impact on asthma health is also validated from the 
regression. 

 



● Air quality on asthma health  
We would like to validate our hypothesis that the air quality has a impact on the 
asthma health condition. And we also apply the panel regression. The results 
support our hypothesis with significant gas factors. 





 
 
 

● Renewable energy on air quality 



 
 

 
We use LightGBM to select air components features by regressing on medium air 
quality (AQI) and found out that five air components influence the air quality.  
 
 

 
 

Fig.4. 
Then, we use clustering to find what components have major influence on the air 
quality. 



y label: asthma rate, significant feature found via lightGBM. The result is shown below.  

 
Fig.5. 

Then, we produced a radar graph to show the distinction of air components for good air 
quality and bad air quality 

 
Fig.6. 

 
 
Conclusions 
From the results described above we find that renewable energy source has significant 
influence on asthma rate. Increase in renewable energy source consumption improves 
air quality; Reduction in certain air components enhances air quality; Increase in air 
quality reduces asthma rate; Increase in renewable energy consumption reduces in 
toxic air components. 
Thus, renewable energy source can reduce asthma rate in the United States. Hence, 
policy makers should focus more on promoting usage of infrastructures or utilities with 



renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar, and to improve community health and 
enhance the social welfare. 
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